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Abstract

This paper analyzes the consequences of the taxation of temporary jobs recently introduced in
several European countries to induce Örms to create more open-ended contracts and to increase
the duration of jobs. The estimation of a job search and matching model on French data shows
that the taxation of temporary contracts has consequences unexpected by policy makers: it
reduces the mean duration of jobs. It also decreases job creation. This result holds even if
the taxation is targeted at temporary contracts of short duration and is compensated by lower
taxation of open-ended contracts and of temporary jobs of long duration. Accordingly, we Önd
that the taxation of temporary contracts increases unemployment and reduces the welfare of
unemployed workers.
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1 Introduction

The spread of temporary jobs is an important concern in countries with stringent employ-

ment protection legislation. When open-ended contracts breaches are more costly, Örms use

more temporary contracts. The duration of temporary contracts is frequently very short. This

spread of job instability induces frictional unemployment and a strong segmentation of labor

markets between permanent and temporary jobs.1 To limit job instability and labor market

segmentation, several European countries have decided to tax temporary contracts.

Temporary contracts of short durations are especially targeted in France, Portugal and

Spain, while all temporary contracts are taxed in Italy. France introduced in 2013 a tax equal

to 3 percent of gross wages for temporary contracts shorter than one month, and to 1.5 percent

for those from 1 to 3 months. If the temporary contract is transformed into an open-ended

contract, the tax is refunded.2 In 2014, Portugal introduced an adjustment of the rate of social

contribution according to the type of labor contract, increasing the employers contribution by

4 percentage points (from 22.75 percent to 26.75 percent) for temporary contracts of durations

shorter than 15 days. In Spain, unemployment insurance contributions are higher for temporary

contracts than for permanent contracts since 1997.3 Since 2009, temporary contracts of short

durations are particularly targeted. There is a supplementary employer social contribution,

equal to 36 percent of gross wages, for temporary contracts of duration shorter than one week.

The Italian reform enacted in 2012 introduced a tax on all temporary contracts equal to 1.4

percent of gross wages. The tax is refunded if temporary contracts are transformed into open-

ended contracts. The amount of the refund is limited to the last six monthly payments of the

tax.

These policies aim at inducing Örms to use temporary jobs of longer duration and to turn

temporary contracts into open-ended contracts. However, as far as we are aware, almost nothing

is known about the consequences of such policies, which nonetheless have non trivial e§ects.

This paper aims at contributing to Öll this gap. It shows that the taxation of temporary

contracts does not necessarily reduce job instability. Obviously, the taxation of contracts of

short duration may induce employers to substitute contracts of longer duration for contract

1See Bassanini and Garnero (2013), Boeri (2011), Bentolila et al. (2012), Sala et al. (2012).
2See: http://www.unedic.org/sites/default/Öles/ani_securisation_de_l_emploi_11012013.pdf
36.7 percent instead of 5.5 percent for employers and 1.6 percent instead of 1.55 percent for employees.

http://www.seg-social.es/Internet_1/Trabajadores/CotizacionRecaudaci10777/Basesytiposdecotiza36537/index.htm
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of shorter duration and to transform temporary contracts into open-ended contracts if this

allows them to avoid the tax. This e§ect is ampliÖed if the tax is refunded when temporary

contracts are transformed into open-ended contracts. The reduction of job instability can also

be ampliÖed if higher taxes on temporary contracts of short duration are compensated by lower

taxes on temporary contracts of long duration and on open-ended contracts. But higher taxes

have opposing e§ects on the duration of temporary contracts. For instance, it is unlikely that

7 day contracts are transformed into one month contracts in response to a tax increase on

contracts shorter than one month, but it can be optimal to reduce the duration of contracts

from 7 days to 6 days, because employers have incentives to reduce the length of temporary

contracts when they are less proÖtable. Hence, in theory, higher taxes on temporary contracts

do not necessarily reduce job instability. Their impact depends on the design of the tax scheme

and on the empirical context.

To shed light on the consequences of taxation of temporary contracts, we provide a model

that explains the impact of taxes on the distribution of spells of temporary and permanent

jobs. This model shows that higher taxes on temporary contracts induce two e§ects. First,

there is substitution of temporary contracts of longer duration for contracts of shorter duration

when only contracts of very short duration are taxed (as in France, Portugal and Spain) and

substitution of open-ended contracts for temporary contracts when all temporary contracts

are taxed, as in the Italian system. Second, there is a drop in the duration of temporary

contracts that are not worth lengthening to circumvent taxation. The model also accounts

for the negative impact of taxation on job creation. The structural estimation of the model

on French data allows us to run simulations to evaluate the impact of di§erent tax systems

on the distribution of employment spells, on unemployment and on the welfare of unemployed

workers.

We Önd that the taxation of temporary contracts has a negative impact on the labor market.

First, it reduces the mean duration of jobs. Hence, the taxation of temporary contracts does

not achieve its main objective, which is to reduce labor turnover. Second, the tax decreases job

creation. Accordingly, unemployment increases and the welfare of unemployed workers falls.

Our paper is related to at least two strands of the literature. First, the model relies on

Cahuc, Charlot andMalherbet (2016), which explains the distribution of durations of temporary

contracts and the choice between open-ended and temporary contracts. This model shows that
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the use of temporary contracts induces an excess of job turnover leading to production losses.

Our paper complements this analysis by estimating the structural parameters of the model, by

introducing taxation of temporary contracts, and by running simulation exercises to evaluate

the impact of di§erent tax systems. One of its contributions consists in estimating a model

that explains the shape of the distribution of job spells when there are temporary jobs instead

of a very limited number of moments of this distribution, typically the mean or the median, as

usually done in the literature. In particular, our model allows us to explain the large share of

temporary contracts of very short durations, which is displayed on Ögure 1. This Ögure shows

that about 50% of temporary contracts are shorter than one month in France. Usual models,

relying on the standard version of the model of Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), are not able

to account for this feature of temporary job creation. Another contribution, with respect to

the literature devoted to the analysis of employment protection legislation, is to provide a

much more complete picture of the consequences of regulations that change the relative cost

of temporary and permanent jobs. Our approach allows us to evaluate the impact of such

regulations on the distribution of employment spells and on the choice between permanent

and temporary jobs. This is an improvement with respect to the current literature that does

not explain in a uniÖed framework the choice between temporary and permanent contracts,

the duration of temporary contracts and their transformation into permanent contracts.4 Our

approach is especially suited to evaluate di§erent tax systems, targeted either at temporary

contracts of short durations, like in the French system, or generalized to all temporary contracts,

like in the Italian system.

The paper is organized as follows. The model is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents

the data and the estimation of the benchmark model where the job arrival rate is exogenous.

Section 4 is devoted to the empirical evaluation of the impact of di§erent systems of taxation

of temporary contracts. Section 5 extends the benchmark model to account for the reaction of

the job arrival rate to the taxation of temporary contracts. Section 6 concludes.

4See, among others: Bentolila et al. (2012), Berson and Ferrari (2015), Berton and Garibaldi (2012),
Blanchard and Landier (2002), Boeri and Garibaldi (2007), Cahuc and Postel-Vinay (2002), Costain, Jimeno
and Thomas (2010), Macho-Stadler et al. (2014), Portugal and Varej‡o (2009), Sala, Silva and Toledo (2012),
Smith (2007).
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Figure 1: Cumulative density of temporary contracts durations in temporary jobs ináows in
France over the period 2010-2012.

2 The model

This section outlines the economic environment in which we analyze the e§ects of the intro-

duction of a tax on temporary contracts. We develop a job search model that builds on Cahuc,

et al. (2016). In this framework, the choice (temporary or open-ended) and the duration of

labor contracts are endogenous. Jobs can be either taxed or subsidized according to their type

and duration. We Örst describe the framework before explaining how Örms choose the type of

contract and the duration of temporary jobs. Then, we deÖne the labor market equilibrium.

2.1 The framework

2.1.1 Assumptions

Time is continuous and all agents discount the future at a common rate r > 0. There are two

goods: labor, which is the sole input, and a numÈraire good which is produced and consumed.

Our analysis is focused on low wage workers, who are the most concerned by temporary jobs.

In continental European countries, low wages are far from being competitive. They are set

by wage áoors at the national level and at the industry level. Accordingly, we assume that
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the labor market is populated by a measure one of inÖnitely-lived unskilled workers paid the

minimum wage w: Firms are competitive and create jobs to produce a numÈraire output, using

labor as sole input. All jobs produce the same quantity of output per unit of time, denoted by

y > 0, but jobs di§er by the rate at which they become unproductive, denoted by & > 0:When

a job is created, its type & is randomly selected from [&min;+1); &min > 0; according to a

sampling distribution with cumulative distribution function G and density g. The distribution

of & has positive density over all its support and no mass point. Jobs and workers are brought

together pairwise through a sequential, random and time consuming search process.

There are two types of contract: temporary and permanent. Permanent contracts stipulate

the Öxed minimum wage w and are open-ended: they do not stipulate any pre-determined

duration. Permanent jobs can be terminated at any time at cost F . There is a (small) cost to

write a contract, either temporary or permanent, which is denoted by c > 0:

Temporary contracts stipulate the wage w and a Öxed duration. Temporary contracts are

neither renegotiable nor renewable.5 The employer must pay the worker the wage stipulated

in the contract until the date of termination, even if the job becomes unproductive before this

date. At their date of termination, temporary jobs can be either destroyed at zero cost or

transformed into permanent jobs.

Firms choose the type of contract that maximizes the value of the starting job. A temporary

contract is chosen if it yields a higher value to the Örm than a permanent contract. If a

temporary contract is selected, the duration of the contract is chosen once for all in the starting

contract because it is not permitted to renegotiate the contract.

Temporary contracts have to pay a tax. This tax, denoted by ,(&) " 0, can depend on the

duration & of the temporary contract. Temporary contracts turned into open-ended contracts

can get a refund, denoted by -(&); which can also depend on the duration of the temporary

contract. The total amount of collected taxes is paid back to Örms with a lump-sum subsidy

to all jobs.

5The possibility to renew temporary contracts is analyzed in the working paper version of Cahuc et al. (2016),
available as IZA discussion paper n!6365.
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2.1.2 The value of permanent and temporary jobs

The value to a Örm of starting permanent jobs with shock arrival rate &; denoted by Jp(&); can

be written as:

Jp(&) =

Z 1

0

"Z {

0

(y # w) e"rtdt# Fe"r{
#
&e"${d{ # c: (1)

The Örst term inside brackets,
R {
0
(y # w) e"rtdt; stands for the discounted sum of expected

proÖts, equal to the di§erence between y; the production, and w; the minimum wage, multiplied

by the term e"rt; which stands for the discount factor. ProÖts are expected until some random

date {; at which the job becomes unproductive and is destroyed at cost F: The term &e"${

corresponds to the density of the Poisson process governing productivity shocks. The last term,

c; denotes the cost to write the contract. The value Jp(&) can be written as:

Jp(&) =
y # w # &F
r + &

# c: (2)

By the same token, the value to a Örm of starting temporary jobs with shock arrival rate & and

duration &; Jt(&;&; , ; -); can be written as:

Jt(&;&; ,(&); -(&)) =

Z %

0

%
ye"${ # w # ,(&)

&
e"r{d{ +max [Jp (&) + -(&); 0] e"(r+$)% # c:

(3)

The Örst term,
R %
0

%
ye"${ # w # ,(&)

&
e"r{d{, stands for the discounted sum of expected

proÖts over the duration of the job. In this expression, the level of production y is multiplied

by the survival function e"${ because the production drops to zero at rate &: The wage w

and the tax ,(&) are not multiplied by the survival function because the employer has to

keep and pay the employee until the date of termination of the contract. The second term,

max [Jp (&) + -(&); 0] e
"(r+$)% , is the present value of the option for the Örm linked to the

possibility of transforming the temporary job into a permanent job at the date of termination

of the temporary contract, where Jp (&) is the value of the permanent job and -(&) stands

for the refund of the tax paid on the temporary contracts. The present value of this option

decreases with the duration of the contract because time is discounted at rate r and because

the probability that the job is productive at the date of termination of the contract decreases

with the spell of the contract. The last term is the cost to write the contract.

Let us now describe the optimal choice of the type of contract and of the duration of

temporary contracts in the simplest case where there is no tax and no refund (,(&) = -(&) = 0).

Then, we will analyze the consequences of the Italian and French tax systems.
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2.2 The benchmark case without tax

In order to determine the choice between temporary and permanent contracts, we Örst need to

deÖne the value of temporary jobs at their optimal duration.

2.2.1 The optimal duration of temporary contracts

When ,(&) = -(&) = 0; the optimal duration of temporary contracts is given by:

&(&) = argmax
%
Jt(&;&; 0; 0)

Using equation (3), it turns out that the optimal duration of a temporary contract on a job

with shock arrival rate & is deÖned by the following condition:6

ye"$%| {z }
marginal beneÖt

= w + (r + &)max [Jp (&) ; 0] e
"$%

| {z }
marginal cost

: (4)

In this expression, the left-hand side term, ye"$% stands for the marginal gain of an increase in

the duration of the contract. This gain decreases with the duration of the contract because the

survival probability of production opportunities decreases with the contract spell. It goes to

zero when the duration goes to inÖnite. The right hand side corresponds to the marginal cost,

which is equal to the sum of two terms. The Örst term, w, denotes the labor costs borne by the

Örm, and that must be paid, irrespective of the value of productivity, when the duration of the

contract is increased. The second term, (r + &)max [Jp (&) ; 0] e"$%; is the option value linked

to the possibility of transforming the temporary job into a permanent job. The marginal cost

decreases with the duration of the job and has a strictly positive lower bound, equal to w:

The Örst order condition yields, together with equation (2), the optimal duration, as a

function of &; denoted by:

&(&) =

(
1
$
log
,
w+$F+(r+$)c

w

-
if & $ &p

1
$
log
.
y
w

/
otherwise

(5)

6The SOC is always fulÖlled. Namely, it reads

#!ye"!! + !e"!! (r + !)max [Jp (!) ; 0]

It is obviously negative when ! > !p; or equivalently, when max [Jp (!) ; 0] = 0; as it writes simply #!ye"!! < 0
in this case. When Jp (!) > 0; the derivative of the Örst order condition with respect to . is #!ye"!! +
!e"!! (r + !) Jp (!) which is equal to (using (4)): #!w < 0:
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Figure 2: The relation between the shock arrival rate & and the optimal duration of temporary
contracts &(&). Temporary jobs can be transformed into permanent jobs if & < &p: Otherwise,
they are destroyed at the end of the temporary contract.

where

&p = f&jJp (&) = 0g (6)

denotes the threshold value above which permanent jobs are no longer proÖtable. Equation

(5) shows that function & decreases with &;7 with a kink at &p as shown on Ögure 2. When

the shock arrival rate is smaller than &p; temporary jobs that have not been hit by a shock at

duration &(&p) are transformed into permanent jobs. When the shock arrival rate is larger

than &p; temporary jobs are destroyed when they reach their termination date. In other words,

only temporary jobs with duration longer than &(&p) can be transformed into permanent jobs

when they reach their termination date.

7It is easy to check that lim!!0 .(!) = +1 and lim!!1 .(!) = 0:
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2.2.2 The choice between temporary and permanent contract

Firms prefer permanent jobs to temporary jobs if and only if the value of starting permanent

jobs is bigger than the value of starting temporary jobs, or more formally

Jp(&) " Jt(&) = max
%
Jt(&;&; 0; 0):

Figure 3 displays the shape of the values of permanent and temporary jobs.8 It shows that

permanent jobs are more proÖtable than temporary jobs if the shock arrival rate is smaller than

the threshold value

&s = f&jJp (&) = Jt(&)g : (7)

Accordingly, in that case, Örms create permanent jobs. Otherwise, they create temporary jobs

if the shock arrival rate is lower than

&t = f&jJt(&) = 0g : (8)

If a temporary job is created, its duration is equal to &(&) and it can be transformed into a

permanent job only if its duration is longer than &(&p):

2.3 The Italian system

In the Italian system, all temporary jobs pay the tax ,(&) = 0, independent of the duration of

the contract and employers get a refund limited to the last 6 monthly payments of the tax. For

the sake of simplicity, we assume that only temporary jobs of duration longer than 6 months

are transformed into permanent jobs, meaning that the refund does not depend on the duration

of the temporary jobs transformed into permanent jobs, i.e. -(&) = 0- < 0,&: The tax receipt is

paid back to Örms with a lump-sum subsidy to all jobs denoted by 0s: It is easily checked that

the optimal duration of temporary jobs is

&It (&) =

(
1
$
log
,
w"*s+$F+(r+$)(c"**)

w"*s+*+

-
if & $ &Itp

1
$
log
.

y
w"*s+*+

/
otherwise

(9)

where &Itp = f&jJp (&) + 0- = 0g is the threshold value of the shock arrival rate below which

temporary jobs can be transformed into permanent jobs. From the deÖnition of &Itp ; it appears

8Formal proofs for the precise shape of these functions are given in appendix A.1.
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Figure 3: The relation between the shock arrival rate and the type of job creation.

that higher refunds 0- increase the share of temporary jobs transformed into permanent jobs.9

The refund also reduces the optimal duration of temporary contracts that can be transformed

into permanent contracts. This e§ect contributes to increase the share of temporary jobs

transformed into permanent jobs, since the probability to be hit by a shock increases with

contract duration. The tax 0, reduces the duration of all temporary contracts. The tax also has

a negative impact on the creation of temporary jobs since it reduces the threshold value of the

shock arrival rate below which it is proÖtable to create temporary jobs, &Itt = f&jJt(&; 0, ; 0-) = 0g :

The tax and the refund modify the choice between temporary and permanent contracts.

The condition to prefer permanent to temporary jobs is

Jp(&) " Jt(&; 0, ; 0-) = max
%
Jt(&;&; 0, ; 0-):

The tax reduces the present value of starting temporary jobs since the refund 0- does not

fully compensate the total expected amount of tax paid on temporary jobs. By reducing the

relative proÖtability of temporary jobs, the Italian reform raises the number of creations of

9Since Jp(!) decreases with !; the condition which deÖnes !
It
p ; Jp

,
!Itp

-
+ 1+ = 0 implies that d!Itp =d1+ > 0:
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Figure 4: The relation between the shock arrival rate and the type of job creation in the Italian
system.

permanent jobs (&Its = f&jJp (&) = Jt(&; 0, ; 0-)g > &s) and the number of temporary jobs that

are transformed into permanent jobs (&Itp > &p), as shown on Ögure 4 which displays the shape

of functions Jp(&) and Jt(&; 0, ; 0-). These two e§ects contribute to decrease unemployment.

However, the Italian reform decreases the total number of job creations since it lowers the

threshold value of the shock arrival rate below which jobs are created (&Itt < &t). This is a

direct consequence of the increase in labor costs induced by the tax, the refund being smaller

than the total expected amount of taxes paid by Örms. Another consequence of the increase in

labor cost is the shorter duration of temporary jobs. These two e§ects contribute to increase

unemployment.

All in all, the Italian reform has ambiguous e§ect on job stability, job market segmentation

and unemployment. On one hand, it increases the number of permanent jobs, but on the other

hand it reduces the duration of temporary jobs and prevents the creation of temporary jobs

used to exploit production opportunities of very short durations (i.e. & > &Itt ).
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2.4 The French system

The French system (including Portugal and Spain) targets the tax on temporary jobs of short

durations. The tax 0, is paid for temporary contracts of duration shorter than 0&.10 The tax

receipt is paid back to Örms with a lump-sum subsidy to all jobs denoted by 0s: There is a

refund equal to the total amount of tax paid on temporary contracts transformed into open-

ended contracts. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 0& is small enough to ensure that

contracts of duration & $ 0& subject to the tax are not transformed into permanent contracts.

This assumption is relevant to describe the French system in which only contracts of durations

shorter than 3 months are taxed.11

This assumption implies that the duration of temporary contracts that can be transformed

into permanent contracts is too long to be subject to the tax (i.e. longer than 0&); or, in

other words, that Örms do not pay taxes and do not get refund when they decide to transform

temporary contracts into permanent contracts. In this context, the value to a Örm of starting

temporary jobs with shock arrival rate & and duration &, is equal to

Jt(&;&; 0, ; 0) =

( R %
0

.
ye"${ # w + 0s

/
e"r{d{ +max [Jp (&) ; 0] e"(r+$)% # c if 0& $ &R %

0

.
ye"${ # w # 0, + 0s

/
e"r{d{ # c if 0& > &:

(10)

The relation between the optimal duration of temporary contracts and the shock arrival rate

is displayed on Ögure 5.12 To understand the shape of the optimal duration, it is convenient

to start from a low shock arrival rate and see how the duration changes as the arrival rate

increases. When the shock arrival rate is su¢ciently small, the optimal contract duration is

longer than 0&, which implies that there is no tax to pay. In that case, the optimal duration

of temporary contract is identical to that deÖned absent taxation, as deÖned by equation (5),

except that the labor cost is equal to w # 0s instead of w: Therefore, the optimal contract

duration is deÖned by:

&Fr (&) =

(
1
$
log
,
w"*s+$F+(r+$)c

w"*s

-
if & $ &Frp

1
$
log
.

y
w"*s

/
if &Frp < & $ 0&

(11)

10Actually, the French system comprises two thresholds. The tax amounts to 3 percent of the gross wage for
contracts of duration shorter than one month and to 1.5 percent for contracts of duration from 1 to 3 months.
We consider only one threshold for the sake of simplicity.
11This threshold is equal to 2 weeks in Portugal and 1 week in Spain.
12See appendix A.2 for a formal derivation of the optimal duration of temporary contracts in the French

system.
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where &Frp = f&jJp (&) = 0g is the threshold value of the shock arrival rate below which tempo-

rary jobs can be transformed into permanent jobs.13 This threshold value is larger than absent

taxation (&Frp > &p) because the subsidy 0s; which lowers the labor cost, increases the incentive

to keep jobs at the termination date of temporary contracts. The fall of labor cost also increases

the duration of temporary jobs. However, these e§ects are very small to the extent that the

subsidy 0s; which redistributes the tax receipt to all jobs, is very small in a context where only

contracts of short durations are taxed.

Below the threshold 0& =
0
&j&Fr (&) = 0&

1
; the optimal contract duration is not directly

ináuenced by the tax on temporary contracts: it is only a§ected by the lump-sum subsidy

that slightly raises the duration of contracts. Now, if the shock arrival rate is higher than the

threshold value 0&; the Örm has to pay the tax , if it chooses a duration lower than 0&. But it

is not always proÖtable to do so. It can be more proÖtable to choose a duration equal to 0&; in

order to avoid paying the tax. It is proÖtable to do so if the shock arrival rate is not too large,

i.e. if & $ &+ =
0
&jmax% Jt (&;&; 0, ; 0) = Jt

.
&; 0&; 0; 0

/1
: This implies that there is bunching

at duration 0&; for all values of the shock arrival rate belonging to the interval
%
0&; &+

&
; because

it is worth lengthening contract duration to avoid the tax over this interval. If the shock arrival

rate exceeds &+ ; it becomes proÖtable to reduce the contract duration below 0& and to pay the

tax. In this situation, the tax reduces the optimal duration of temporary jobs as it increases

the marginal cost of extending their duration.

In the French system, since only temporary contracts of very short duration are taxed, the

choice between temporary and open-ended contracts is not directly impacted by the tax on

temporary contracts. It is however ináuenced by the subsidy, which increases the relative value

of permanent jobs. Accordingly, jobs start with open-ended contracts if the shock arrival rate

is below the threshold &Frs which is larger than the threshold that prevails absent taxation, &s;

displayed on Ögure 3, and with temporary contracts otherwise.

All in all, the French system increases the creation of permanent jobs and changes the

duration of temporary contracts of short duration, with opposing e§ects. It decreases the very

short durations and it increases the durations close to and shorter than the threshold duration

below which temporary contracts are taxed.

13Here, Jp (!) =
y"w+$s"!F

r+! # c: We keep the same notation as in the case without taxation for the sake of
simplicity.
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Figure 5: The relation between the shock arrival rate & and the optimal duration of temporary
jobs in the French system (dotted line) and in the system without tax (continuous line).
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2.5 Unemployment and welfare

Each unemployed worker is matched with Örms that allow him to get job opportunities at rate

3: Since only jobs with productivity shock arrival rate below the threshold value &t are created,

the job Önding rate is 3G(&t). The job Önding rate, together with the equilibrium values of

&p; &s and &t deÖned by equations (6), (7), (8) determines the equilibrium distribution of job

durations and the equilibrium unemployment rate computed from the equality of unemployment

ináows and outáows. Absent taxation of temporary contracts, the equilibrium unemployment

rate is deÖned by:14

u =
1

1 + 3
hR $s
$min

1
$
g(&)d&+

R $p
$s
g(&)

h
e!#$(#)

$
+&(&)

i
d&+

R $t
$p
g(&)& (&) d&

i : (12)

It is also possible to compute the discounted expected utilities of unemployed workers and

of workers on temporary jobs and on permanent jobs. Let us assume that workers have no

access to Önancial markets and that production is non storable so that the áow of consumption

is equal to the áow of income. Let us denote by v((); v0(() > 0; v00(() $ 0 the instantaneous

utility function, which depends on instantaneous income. If b denotes unemployment beneÖts,

the discounted expected utilities of unemployed workers Wu; of employees on type-& starting

temporary jobs, Wt(&); and on type-& permanent jobs, Wp(&), satisfy

rWu = v(b) + 3

"Z $s

$min

[Wp(&)#Wu] dG(&) +
Z $t

$s

[Wt(&)#Wu] dG(&)

#

rWp(&) = v(w) + & [Wu #Wp(&)]

Wt(&) =

( R %($)
0

v(w)e"rtdt+ e"r%($)Wu if &t " & > &pR %($)
0

v(w)e"rtdt+ e"(r+$)%($)Wp(&) +
%
1# e"$%($)

&
e"r%($)Wu if &p " & > &s

3 Data and Estimation

3.1 Data

Information about employment spells comes from administrative records of the public employ-

ment agency (PÙle Emploi and UnÈdic). These records comprise information on the employment

spells, on the type of contract, the wage, the number of hours worked and on several character-

istics of Örms and workers. These records cover all the contracts of the past work experience

14See appendix A.3.
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of individuals registered to the public employment agency. They do not cover all the universe

of labor contracts since individuals who never registered to the public employment agency are

not covered. Comparison of these data with other sources that register all hiring intentions

shows that the number of temporary jobs registered by the public employment agency covers

about 70 percent of hiring intentions and evolves as that of the number of hiring intentions

(Benghalem, 2016).

A natural strategy to analyze the impact of the taxation of temporary contracts is to look

at the changes in the distribution of contract durations around the 1 month and the 3 month

thresholds before and after the implementation of the taxation of temporary jobs, on 1 July

2013. Unfortunately, the actual tax implemented in France was so little e§ective that it does

not allow us to proceed with this strategy. Many industries, professions and types of contract

were exempted from the tax. For instance, temporary contracts used to replace absent workers

and seasonal jobs were exempted. These exemptions created many leeways to avoid taxation.

All in all, the amount of collected taxes has been very low.15 As a consequence, available data

do not allow us to detect a change in the distribution of contract durations around the 1 month

and 3 month thresholds before and after 1 July 2013, as shown by Ögure 6 which displays

the distributions of contract durations from 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013 and from 1 July

2013 to 30 June 2014 for the professions, types of contracts and industries subject to the tax.

Nevertheless, our model allows us to evaluate the potential impact of the tax. The model is

estimated over the period from January 2010 to June 2013, before the implementation of the

taxation of temporary jobs.

3.2 Estimation

The block recursivity of the model allows us to proceed to the estimation of its parameters

step by step. The Örst block of the model determines the distribution of contract spells,

which is deÖned by equations (5), (6) (7), (8) and by the distribution G of the arrival rates

of productivity shocks, which is assumed to be a Weibull distribution.16 This implies that the

15The annual receipt of the taxation of temporary jobs is about 70 millions euros. The total receipt for the
contributions to unemployment insurance is about 30 billions euros. The amount of collected taxes represents
only 1.5 percent of the wage for contracts of duration shorter than one month in eligible professions and industries
(instead of 3 percent in principle) and 0.7 percent for contracts of duration from 1 to 3 months (instead of 1.5
percent). Accordingly, the change in tax at the 1 month and 3 months thresholds are very small.
16Estimates with a generalized Gamma distribution converges to a Weibull distribution.
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Figure 6: Density of durations of temporary contracts among all temporary contracts for pro-
fessions, industries and types of contracts subject to the tax implemented on 1 July 2013. 2012:
contracts starting from 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013; 2013: contracts starting from 1 July 2013
to 30 June 2014.
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distribution of contract spells is entirely deÖned by seven parameters: the discount rate r; the

productivity y; the wage w; the scale 8, and the shape 9; of the Weibull distribution, the Öring

costs F and the costs of writing contracts c: The discount rate is set to 0:05 on an annual

basis and the wage, which is exogenous in the model, is normalized to one. The Öve remaining

parameters are estimated with the Generalized Method of Moments. The S moments are the

shares of contracts of spell equal to (1; 2; ::; S) days. Let us denote by p(sj<) the proportion of

contracts of spell equal to s days predicted by the model conditional on the vector of parameters

! = (8; 9; F; c; y) and denote by p(s) the empirical proportion of contracts of spell equal to s

days. The GMM estimator !̂ is deÖned by the following quadratic form

!̂ = argmin
!
[p# p(!)] 7̂"1 [p# p(!)]0

where p = (p(1); ::; p(S)), p(!) = (p(1j<); :::; p(Sj<)) and 7̂"1 is a symmetric and positive

deÖnite e¢cient weighting matrix.17 In the benchmark estimates, the vector (1; ::; S) is equal

to job spells from 1 to 45 days. The results, presented in Table 1, are empirically relevant: we

Önd that the wage amounts to 71% of productivity. The Öring costs are equal to about two

monthly wages (64 days) and the cost to write a contract represents about 0:08% of the daily

wage. The Öt between the empirical density of the contract durations and that predicted by

the model, represented on Figure 7, is good. This visual impression is conÖrmed by the Hansen

over-identiÖcation test as shown in Table 1.

Once the values of the parameters 8; 9; y; F; c are estimated, the value of the arrival rate of

job opportunities 3 is chosen to match the unemployment rate of unskilled workers, equal to

13.5%.

4 Empirical evaluation

This section is devoted to the analysis of the impact of the taxation of temporary contracts in

the French and in the Italian system.

17The estimation procedure is detailed in Appendix A.4.
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Figure 7: Empirical and estimated distributions of temporary contract durations in the áow of
entries.
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4.1 The French system

In France, Portugal and Spain, taxation of temporary contracts targets contracts of short

duration. Figure 8 displays the consequences of a tax of 1.5% of the labor cost on temporary

contracts of duration shorter than one month on the distribution of contract spells in the

áow of entries into employment. The Ögure shows that there are no contracts between 23

and 30 days after the introduction of the tax because it is more proÖtable to use contracts of

duration longer than one month to avoid taxation. There is bunching just above one month.

The bunching increases the duration of contracts because contracts of durations between 23

days and one month are lengthened. However, the contracts below 23 days are shortened

as shown in table 2 which reports the impact of the tax on unemployment, welfare and the

duration of temporary contracts. The last column of table 2 shows that the tax decreases the

mean duration of temporary contracts. This result is striking to the extent that the aim of the

taxation of temporary jobs is to decrease job turnover. Our evaluation suggests that the policy

has the opposite e§ect. The tax also induces a fall in &t; the threshold value of the shock arrival

rate & below which jobs are created. This reduces the exit rate from unemployment, equal to

3G(&t):

All in all, the drop of the exit rate from unemployment and the decrease in the mean

duration of temporary jobs imply that unemployment increases. However, the e§ect is small

when the tax is targeted to contracts of short durations, as in France (maximum 3 months),

Portugal (2 weeks) and Spain (1 week). A tax on contracts of duration shorter than one month

equal to 10% of the labor cost raises unemployment by 0.004 percentage points.

Since the tax decreases the job Önding rate and increases job turnover, its impact on the

discounted expected utility of unemployed workers is negative. Here too, the e§ect is small. A

tax on contracts of duration shorter than one month equal to 10% of the labor cost induces a

drop of welfare of unemployed workers equivalent to a decrease in the unemployment beneÖt

replacement ratio of 0.02%.

4.2 The Italian system

In the Italian system, all temporary contracts are taxed. The tax is refunded if temporary

contracts are transformed into open-ended contracts, but the amount of the refund is limited
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Figure 8: Impact of taxation of temporary contracts of duration shorter than one month on
the distribution of the duration of contracts.

to the last six monthly payments of the tax. Since all temporary contracts are taxed, the tax

has a stronger impact than in the French system, where only contracts of short duration are

taxed. Table 3 shows that the duration of temporary contracts of short duration decreases as in

the French system. The duration of temporary contracts of long spell (above one month in our

framework), which is slightly increased thanks to the lump-sum subsidy 0s in the French system,

decreases in the Italian system. This contributes to amplify the negative e§ects of the tax on

job stability. But the refund of the tax for temporary contracts transformed into permanent

contracts induces more transformation of temporary contracts into permanent contracts. This

counteracts the shortening of temporary contracts. Nevertheless, table 3 shows that the tax

increases unemployment more in the Italian system than in the French system, merely because

more temporary contracts are taxed in the Italian system. Unemployment increases by 0.03

percentage points when the tax equals 10%, an amount 9 times larger than in the French

system. The fall of welfare of unemployed workers is also about 9 times larger in the Italian

than in the French system.
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5 Extensions

Until now, it has been assumed that the arrival rate of job o§ers was exogenous, equal to 3:

In this section, the arrival rate of job o§ers is made endogenous to account for the potential

impact of the tax on temporary contracts on job creation.

5.1 Labor market equilibrium

In order to account for job creation, it is assumed that there is free entry on the labor market.

Firms must pay the Öxed cost = > 0 to post a vacant job. = is a sunk cost. Unemployed

workers and job vacancies are brought together through a constant returns to scale matching

technology which implies that vacant jobs are Ölled at rate q(<); q0(<) < 0; where < denotes the

labor market tightness, equal to the ratio of the number of job vacancies over unemployment.

Once matches are created, Örms draw production opportunities from the sampling distribution

G(&) of arrival rates of productivity shocks. The distribution of & has positive density over

all its support and no mass point. As shown in section 2.2, jobs are created only if the shock

arrival rate is lower than the threshold &t: In this case, a temporary job is created if the shock

arrival rate is bigger than &s and a permanent job is created otherwise. Thus, the value of a

vacant job satisÖes

rV = q(<)

"Z $s

$min

Jp(&)dG(&) +
Z $t

$s

max
%
Jt(&;&; 0; 0)dG(&)# V

#
; (13)

where the value of Jp(&) is deÖned by equation (2), that of max% Jt(&;&; 0; 0) by equations (3)

and (5). The free entry condition V = =; can be written

= =
q(<)

r + q(<)

"Z $s

$min

Jp(&)dG(&) +
Z $t

$s

max
%
Jt(&;&; 0; 0)dG(&)

#
: (14)

The equilibrium distribution of job spells and the unemployment rate are deÖned as in the

benchmark model, except that the variable <q(<) is substituted for 3, where < is deÖned by

equation (14). At this stage, thanks to the block recursivity of the model, we already know the

empirical values of the parameters of the Weilbul distribution (8; 9); of the productivity y (the

wage w is normalized to 1), of the Öring cost F and of the cost of writing contracts c:We need

to determine the empirical values of the parameters of the matching function and of = the cost

of posting job vacancies to deÖne the equilibrium value of the labor market tightness.
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5.2 Estimation and calibration

We assume that the matching function is Cobb-Douglas and homogeneous of degree one, which

implies that the number of hires, H; is deÖned by the expression H = mU1".V .; C 2 (0; 1);

m > 0; where U stands for the number of unemployed workers and V for the number of vacant

jobs. Therefore, the exit rate from unemployment, H=U , can be written m<.; with < = V=U:

To evaluate the parameters m and C of the matching function we estimate the logarithm of the

job Önding rate:

log (H=U) = C log < + E

where E = logm.

Data on unemployment and job vacancies for low skilled workers come from the French

employment agency (PÙle emploi). Firms can post job vacancies at PÙle emploi. This is a

free service and PÙle emploi estimates that they deal with almost 50% of the total of French

vacancies. These data allow us to compute the labor market tightness, as the ratio of the

number of job vacancies posted at the employment agency over the number of unemployed

workers registered at the employment agency, at the commuting zone level for blue collars and

low skilled white collars for each year from 2009 to 2011. There are 348 commuting zones. Data

on hires of blue collars and low skilled white collars at the commuting zone level over the same

period come from two data sets provided by the French Ministry of labor. The DMMO register

(DÈclaration Mensuelle de Mouvements de main díOeuvre), which describes establishments job

áows (entries, exits, jobs created and lost, etc.) by type of contract, gender, age, occupational

category. This is an administrative register which is mandatorily Ölled by all establishments

with more than 50 employees. Information for establishments with less than 50 employees relies

on the EMMO survey (EnquÍte sur les Mouvements de Main díOeuvre), which is a quarterly

survey providing the same information as the DMMO register.

We use variations across commuting zones over time to identify the parameter C. We

measure the tightness <jt and unemployment (Ujt) at the commuting zone level j at date t

from the employment agency data and the hires (Hjt) from the establishment data. Let us

denote by fjt the annual job Önding rate (Hjt=Ujt). We estimate the following equation

log fjt = a1 log <jt +
X

t

bt1 [date = t] + cj + Ejt (15)

where j is one of the 348 commuting zones and the date t varies from 2009 to 2011. The
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estimation controls for date dummies and commuting zones Öxed e§ects (cj). The equation

is estimated by standard (within) OLS regression, estimating equation (15) in Örst di§erence

to eliminate the commuting zone Öxed e§ect. However, the OLS estimates are exposed to an

endogeneity bias arising from the search behavior of agents on either side of the market. For

instance, improvements in the matching technology parameter m can raise the labor market

tightness < and the hiring rate (see Borowczik et al. 2013). This implies a potential correlation

between the residuals of the OLS estimation and the labor market tightness which can bias

downwards the OLS estimate of the coe¢cient of the labor market tightness. To address this

issue, we proceed to IV estimation following the approach of Bartik (1993). The variation across

years of the labor market tightness in commuting zone j is instrumented by the national rates

of growth of the number of entries into employment across industries using commuting zone

industry entries shares as weights to produce a measure of local labor demand shifts unrelated

to changes in local matching technology and local labor supply. More formally, the instrument

in commuting zone j in period t is zjt =
P

i sjit"1dlnEit where sjit"1 denotes the share of entries

of industry i in commuting zone j in year t# 1 and dlnEit =dln
P

j ejit, where ejit denotes the

growth rate of the number of entries in commuting zone j in industry i in year t. The lagged

values of zjt are also used as instruments. These instruments are strongly correlated with the

labor market tightness, as shown by table 4. Table 4 shows the estimates of the coe¢cient a1

using OLS in column 1 and IV in column 2. Both estimates are highly signiÖcant. However, the

OLS estimate is signiÖcantly lower than the IV estimate as expected. Taking the IV estimation

as our preferred estimate, C; the elasticity of the matching function with respect to the number

of vacancies, amounts to 0:50.

The estimation of the matching function allowed us to estimate the value of the elasticity of

the matching function with respect to the number of vacancies. One needs to deÖne the value of

2 more parameters, = the cost of posting job vacancies, and m; the parameter of the matching

function, to be able to deÖne the equilibrium value of the labor market tightness, deÖned by

the free entry condition (14). The values of these two parameters are chosen to match the

unemployment rate, equal to 13:5%; and the elasticity of employment with respect to the wage,

assumed equal to 1, which is the relevant target for low skilled workers (Hamermesh, 2014).
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5.3 Results

The reaction of labor market tightness ampliÖes the negative impact of the taxation of tem-

porary contracts on the labor market as shown by table 5 for the French system, where only

temporary contracts of short duration are taxed, and by table 6 for the Italian system, where

all temporary contracts are taxed. The impact of the tax on the duration of contracts is not

reported in these tables because it is almost identical to the case where the arrival rate of job

o§ers is exogenous, displayed in tables 2 and 3.

In the benchmark case for the French system, reported in columns 3 and 4 of table 5, where

the elasticity of the matching function C is equal to 0:5, the impact on unemployment of the tax

equal to 10% of the labor cost is about 15 times larger (0:06 percentage points instead of 0:004)

than when the job arrival rate is exogenous. In order to gauge the robustness of this result,

columns 1 and 2 of table 5 present the results when the elasticity of the matching function

equals 0:39 instead of 0:5; which implies that the wage elasticity of employment is equal to

0:39 instead of 1: Although the wage elasticity of employment is much lower ñ actually a lower

bound for the wage elasticity of employment of low skilled workers ñ, the reaction of labor

market tightness still considerably ampliÖes the impact of the tax on unemployment, which

is 7 times larger (0:03 percentage points instead of 0:004) than when the job arrival rate is

constant. Columns 5 and 6 of table 5 show that the unemployment rate increases by 0:15

percentage points when the elasticity of the matching function is equal to 0:6; corresponding

to the wage elasticity of employment equal to 2:73:

Comparison of welfare of unemployed workers in tables 2 and 5 shows that the negative

impact of the tax of 10% of the labor cost on welfare is about 7 times larger than when the

job arrival rate is exogenous in the benchmark case where the wage elasticity of employment

equals 1. This ratio falls to 3 when the wage elasticity of employment equals 0:4 and climbs to

15 when the wage elasticity of employment equals 2:73.

The analysis of the Italian system relying on the comparison on tables 3 and 6 leads to

the same conclusion: the reaction of labor market tightness considerably ampliÖes the negative

impact of the taxation of temporary contracts on employment and welfare.
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6 Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that the taxation of temporary contracts is not an appropriate policy

to induce Örms to create more stable jobs on a typical Continental European labor market

that features stringent protection of permanent jobs and downward wage rigidity. The taxation

of temporary contracts shortens the average job duration, raises unemployment and reduces

the welfare of unemployed workers. This conclusion holds even if the taxation is targeted

at temporary contracts of short duration and is compensated by lower taxation of open-ended

contracts and of temporary jobs of long duration. All in all, the taxation of temporary contracts

deteriorates labor market e¢ciency.

This result suggests that other policies should be implemented to Öght against the strong

segmentation of European labor markets between permanent and temporary jobs. Reducing

dismissal costs for open-ended contracts, introducing an experience-rated system as in the US

or layo§ taxes that steadily increase with seniority is likely more appropriate.18

18Blanchard and Tirole (2008), Dolado et al. (2016), Garcia-Perez and Osuna (2014), LíHaridon and Mal-
herbet (2009).
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A Appendix

A.1 Properties of the values of permanent and temporary jobs

A.1.1 Properties of Jp(&)

The function:

Jp(!) =
y # w # !F
r + !

# c (A1)

is continuous. It is decreasing in !; as J 0p(!) = #
y"w+rF
(r+$)2

$ 0: It decreases from lim
$!0

Jp(!) =
y"w
r #c " 0

to lim
$!+1

Jp(!) = #c# F $ 0. Thus, there exists a unique threshold

!p =
y # w # rc
c+ F

(A2)

such that Jp(!p) = 0 and Jp(!)><0 i§ !)
<
>!p; as indicated in text.

A.1.2 Properties of Jt(&) = max
%
Jt(&;&)

The value of a temporary job is:

Jt (!) = y

 
1# e"(r+$)%($)

r + !

!
#
w

r

,
1# e"r%($)

-
+max [Jp (!) ; 0] e

"(r+$)%($) # c: (A3)

Function Jt (!) is continuous over [0;+1[ and has a kink at ! = !p: It decreases from lim
$!0

Jt(!) =

y"w
r # c " 0 to lim

$!1
Jt(!) = #c $ 0: Let us prove that Jt(!) is decreasing in !:

* When ! " !p we have

Jt (!) = y

 
1# e"(r+$)%($)

r + !

!
#
w

r

,
1# e"r%($)

-
# c

Keeping in mind that the envelope theorem implies that @Jt=@. = 0; we have

J 0t (!) = y
.(!) (r + !) e"(r+$)%($) # 1 + e"(r+$)%($)

(r + !)2

which is negative as xe"x # 1 + e"x is negative for any value of x > 0.

* When ! < !p; we have, using the condition (4) which can be rewritten as follows:

ye"$% # w = (r + !)max [Jp (!) ; 0] e
"$%

e"r%($)
%
ye"$% # w

&

r + !
= max [Jp (!) ; 0] e

"(r+$)%
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Reinserting in (A3) yields

Jt (!) =
y

r + !
# w

 
1# e"r%($)

r
+
e"r%($)

r + !

!
# c

Di§erentiating yields

J 0t(!) = #
y # we"r%($)

(r + !)2
< 0

Thus Jt (!) is decreasing in ! everywhere.

A.2 Optimal temporary contract duration in the French system

The optimal duration of temporary contract maximizes the value of starting temporary jobs deÖned

by equation (10). This leads us to distinguish two cases depending whether the contract duration

below which contracts are taxed, 1.; is either shorter or longer than the optimal contract duration

absent taxes deÖned by

.(!; 1s) =
1

!
log

8
w # 1s+ !F + (r + !)c

w # 1s

9
(A4)

Case 1: 1. $ .(!; 1s); the optimal contract duration in the presence of tax maximizes the value of starting

temporary jobs deÖned by the Örst row of equation (10). This implies that the optimal duration

of temporary contracts is given by .(!; 1s) as deÖned by (A4). In this context, the tax has no

direct e§ect on the optimal contract duration for values of the shock arrival rate ! such that

the optimal contract duration is longer than the duration 1. below which temporary contracts

are taxed. Since .(!; 1s) decreases with !; these values of the shock arrival rate are smaller than

the threshold 1! =
0
!j.(!; 1s) = 1.

1
: Moreover, when 1. $ .(!; 1s), the optimal choice of the

transformation of temporary contracts into permanent contracts is the same at that deÖned

absent taxes and refunds except that the labor cost is equal to w # 1s instead of w : temporary

jobs are transformed into permanent jobs only if ! < !Frp = f!jJp (!) = 0g : It can be easily

checked that !Frp > !p from the deÖnition (2) of Jp(!).

Case 2: 1. > .(!); two subcases arise. It can be optimal for the Örm either to pay the tax and choose the

duration, denoted by .+ (!); that maximizes Jt(!;.; 2) =
R %
0

.
ye"${ # w # 2 + 1s

/
e"r{d{ or to

increase the duration of the contract up to 1. to avoid taxation and get the proÖt Jt(!; 1.; 0) =
R *%
0

.
ye"${ # w + 1s

/
e"r{d{.

Case 2a: If the shock arrival rate is larger than

!+ =

(
!jmax

%

Z %

0

,
ye"${ # w # 2 + 1s

-
e"r{d{ =

Z *%

0

,
ye"${ # w + 1s

-
e"r{d{

)
; (A5)
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Figure 9: The relation between the value of temporary jobs and the duration of temporary
contracts in the French system.

the Örm gets higher proÖts by paying the tax and choosing a duration that maximizes

Z %

0

,
ye"${ # w # 2 + 1s

-
e"r{d{:

This case is displayed on the left hand side panel of Ögure 9.

Case 2b: If the shock arrival rate is smaller than !+ ; it is more proÖtable not to pay the tax and choose

the contract duration 1.: This case if displayed on the right hand side panel of Ögure 9.

Finally, the optimal duration of temporary contracts is deÖned by:

.Fr (!) =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

1
$ log

,
w"*s+$F+(r+$)c

w"*s

-
if ! < !Frp

1
$ log

,
y

w"*s

-
if !Frp < ! $ 1!

1. if 1! < ! $ !+
1
$ log

,
y

w"*s+*+

-
if !+ < !

(A6)

where 1! =
0
!j.(!) = 1.

1
and !+ is deÖned by equation (A5). .Fr (!) is displayed on Ögure 5.
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A.3 Equilibrium unemployment

This appendix presents the computation of the equilibrium unemployment rate absent taxation on

temporary contracts. Let us denote by l(!) the mass of permanent jobs with shock arrival rate !; by

st(!) the mass of temporary contracts with shock arrival rate ! that can be converted into permanent

contracts and by sn(!) the mass of temporary contracts with shock arrival rate ! that cannot be

converted into permanent contracts.

For all ! 2 [!min; !s] ; only permanent contracts are created. There are 5ug(!) entries into per-

manent contracts and !l(!) exits. In steady state, we have:

5ug(!) = !l(!) (A7)

For all ! 2 (!s; !p]; only temporary contracts are created and they are transformed into permanent

contracts if they are still productive at the end of their spell. The steady state áow equilibrium can

be written

5ug(!) =
st(!)

. (!)
(A8)

st(!)

. (!)
e"$%($) = !l(!) (A9)

For all ! 2 (!p; !t]; only temporary contracts are created and they are never transformed into

permanent contracts. The steady state áow equilibrium can be written

5ug(!) =
sn(!)

. (!)
(A10)

By deÖnition, the unemployment rate is deÖned by the following equation:

u = 1#
Z $p

$min

l(!)d!#
Z $p

$s

st(!)d!#
Z $t

$p

sn(!)d! (A11)

Using equations (A7) to (A11) we get equation (12).

A.4 GMM estimation

The distribution of contract durations is estimated from the sample (d1; :::dN ) where di stands for the

duration of contract i = 1; :::; N . It is assumed that the data come from a statistical model deÖned

up to an unknown vector : of M parameters. Let us denote by p(sj:) the share of contracts of spell

equal to s days predicted by the model conditional on the vector of parameters :. Let us deÖne, for
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each value s; the indicator function f(di; s) = 1(di = s) which takes value one for all contract i of

spell equal to s and to zero for the others. For each spell s the moment condition is

E [f(di; s)# p(sj:)] = 0

The sample counterpart of E [f(di; s)] is 1
N

PN
i=1 [f(di; s)] + p(s): Let us assume that there are

S > M moment conditions, corresponding to S values of s: The GMM estimator for these S moment

conditions is obtained in 2 steps:

1. Let us Örst deÖne the estimator

!̂ = argmin
6

SX

s=1

[p(s)# p(sj!)]2 :

This estimator allows us to compute the variance covariance matrix

8̂ =
1

N

NX

i=1

2

4
f(di; 1)# p(1j!̂)
...
f(di; S)# p(sj!̂)

3

5

2

4
f(di; 1)# p(1j!̂)
...
f(di; S)# p(sj!̂)

3

5
0

The terms of the diagonal are

1

N

NX

i=1

h
f(di; s)# p(sj!̂)

i2
= p(s)# 2p(s)p(sj!̂) +

h
p(sj!̂)

i2

and the terms outside the diagonal are, for all s 6= s0

1

N

NX

i=1

f(di; s)f(di; s
0)# p(s)p(s0j!̂)# p(sj!̂)p(s0) + p(sj!̂)p(s0j!̂)

We have f(di; s0) = 0 if f(di; s) = 1 for all s 6= s0 since f(di; s) = 1 means that the duration of

contract i is equal to s, and the same spell cannot be equal to s and to s0: Therefore, we have

1

N

NX

i=1

f(di; s)f(di; s
0) = 0

which implies that the terms outside the diagonal are

m(s; s0) + p(sj!̂)p(s0j!̂)# p(s)p(s0j!̂)# p(sj!̂)p(s0)

Since m(s; s0) = m(s0; s); the variance covariance matrix is

8̂ =

2

66664

p(1)# 2p(1)p(1j!̂) +
h
p(1j!̂)

i2
m(1; 2) ... m(1; S)

m(1; 2) ... ... ...
... ... ... ...

m(1; S) ... ... p(S)# 2p(S)p(Sj!̂) +
h
p(Sj!̂)

i2

3

77775
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2. The GMM estimator is

!̂ = argmin
!

2

4
p(1)# p(1j!)
::
p(S)# p(Sj!)

3

5
0

8̂"1

2

4
p(1)# p(1j!)
::
p(S)# p(Sj!)

3

5

The formula for the variance of the GMM estimator is

V (!̂) =
1

N

%
G0F"1 G

&"1

where G is the matrix of partial derivatives

G =

2

66664

@p(1j!̂)
@61

@p(1j!̂)
@62

... @p(1j!̂)
@6M

@p(2j!̂)
@61

@p(2j!̂)
@62

... ...
... ... ... ...
@p(Sj!̂)
@61

@p(Sj!̂)
@62

... @p(Sj!̂)
@6M

3

77775

and F is the sample covariance matrix of the moments

F =
1

N

2

664

PN
i=1 [f(di; 1)# p(1)]

2 ...
PN
i=1 [f(di; 1)# p(1)] [f(di; S)# p(S)]PN

i=1 [f(di; 1)# p(1)] [f(di; 2)# p(2)] ... ...
... ... ...PN
i=1 [f(di; 1)# p(1)] [f(di; S)# p(S)] ...

PN
i=1 [f(di; S)# p(S)]

2

3

775

We have
NX

i=1

[f(di; s)# p(s)]2 = Np(s) [1# p(s)]

and, for all s 6= s0 :

NX

i=1

[f(di; s)# p(s)]
%
f(di; s

0)# p(s0)
&

=
NX

i=1

f(di; s)
%
f(di; s

0)# p(s0)
&
#

NX

i=1

p(s)
%
f(di; s

0)# p(s0)
&

| {z }
=0

=
NX

i=1

f(di; s)f(di; s
0)| {z }

=0

# p(s0)
NX

i=1

f(di; s)

= #Np(s0)p(s)

therefore, we have

F =

2

664

p(1) [1# p(1)] #p(1)p(2) ... #p(1)p(S)
#p(1)p(2) p(2) [1# p(2)] ... ...
... ... ... ...
#p(1)p(S) ... p(S) [1# p(S)]

3

775
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The model is overidentiÖed as there are 45 moments and 5 parameters. In order to evaluate the

overall match between the model and the data, we use a simple over-identifcation test ‡ la Hansen

(1982). Let N be the size of the sample. The statistic

N
h
p# p(!̂)

i
8̂"1

h
p# p(!̂)

i0

where p = (p(1); ::; p(S)), p(!) = (p(1j:); :::; p(Sj:)); tests the global adequacy of the model and

is asymptotically B2 (T #R) distributed. The model is not rejected if the statistic is lower than the

critical value of B2 (T #R) where T denotes the number of moments and R the number of parameters.

Results are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: GMM estimation.
Estimated parameters

Parameter Notation Value
Weibull scale 8 1:0881

(0:0155)
Weibull shape 9 0:1841

(0:0033)
Firing costs F 64:0750

(0:0011)
Cost to write a contract c 0:0008

(0:0001)
Productivity y 1:3951

(0:0364)
Baseline parameters

Discount rate r 0:000135
Wage w 1
Job arrival rate 3 0:0228
Hansen statistic 0:1029

M2 (45# 5)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.

Table 2: Impact of the tax in the French system.
unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%) Mean duration of Temp. jobs

,(%) < 10 days < 20 days < 30 days all
0 13:5000 0:0000 1:2762 2:1936 2:9926 11:9284
2:5 13:5008 #0:0041 1:1816 2:0310 2:9528 11:8970
5:0 13:5017 #0:0086 1:0892 1:9085 2:9097 11:8621
7:5 13:5027 #0:0133 0:9990 1:8613 2:8642 11:8249
10 13:5037 #0:0184 0:9109 1:8118 2:8164 11:7856

This table presents the impact of the tax on temporary jobs on the unemployment rate, on the welfare of
unemployed workers and on the mean duration of temporary jobs. The measure of welfare change is the
percentage change in the unemployment beneÖts replacement ratio equivalent to the change in welfare of
unemployed workers induced by the tax. For instance, the tax equal to 10 percent of the labor cost induces a
decrease in welfare equivalent to that induced by a drop of 0.0184 percent of the unemployment beneÖts
replacement ratio.
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Table 3: Impact of the tax in the Italian system.
unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%) Mean duration of Temp. jobs

, (%) < 10 days < 20 days < 30 days all
0 13:5000 0:0000 1:2762 2:1936 2:9926 11:9284
2:5 13:5095 #0:0454 1:1819 2:0316 2:7716 8:4284
5:0 13:5177 #0:0852 1:0896 1:8731 2:5555 6:8548
7:5 13:5254 #0:1223 0:9992 1:7180 2:3440 5:7420
10 13:5327 #0:1578 0:9102 1:5657 2:1366 4:8696

This table presents the impact of the tax on temporary jobs on the unemployment rate, on the welfare of
unemployed workers and on the mean duration of temporary jobs. The measure of welfare change is the
percentage change in the unemployment beneÖts replacement ratio equivalent to the change in welfare of
unemployed workers induced by the tax. For instance, the tax equal to 10 percent of the labor cost induces a
decrease in welfare equivalent to that induced by a drop of 0.1578 percent of the unemployment beneÖts
replacement ratio.

Table 4: Estimates of the parameters of the matching function.
(1) (2)
OLS IV

Dep. var. Labor market tightness (log)
First stage

Entries 1:51'''
(:20)

Entries (#1) #1:32'''
(:19)

Entries (#2) #0:68''
(:28)

Dep. var Job Önding rate (log)
Second stage

Labor market tightness (log) :38'''
(:07)

:50'''
(:16)

Date FE Yes Yes
R2 0,33
Nb. Observations 879 879

Source : PÙle emploi and EMMO-DMMO. Note: Estimation of the parameter of the job matching function
equation (A15) on 348 employment pools from 2005 to 2010. Labor market tightness (log) stands for the Örst
di§erence in the log of the labor market tightness. Job Önding rate (log) stands for the Örst di§erence in the
log of the job Önding rate.
(1) Standard OLS ; (2) IV regression. As instruments we include commuting zone Öxed e§ects and we use
Bartik type instrument described in the text. ëEntriesí stands for the national growth rate of the number of
entries into employment across industries using commuting zone industry entries shares as weights. ëEntries
(-1)í and ëEntries (-2)í are the one year and two year lagged values of ëEntriesí respectively. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. * signiÖcant at 10 percent, ** signiÖcant at 5 percent, *** signiÖcant at 1 percent.
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Table 5: Impact of the tax in the French system when the labor market tightness is endogenous.

unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%) unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%) unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%)
C = 0:4, "lw= 0:39 C = 0:5, "lw= 1 C = 0:6, "lw= 2:73

, (%)
0 13:5000 0:0000 13:5000 0:0000 13:5000 0:0000
2:5 13:5118 #0:0161 13:5188 #0:0349 13:5408 #0:0831
5:0 13:5188 #0:0309 13:5351 #0:0659 13:5815 #0:1558
7:5 13:5252 #0:0450 13:5500 #0:0945 13:6184 #0:2220
10 13:5313 #0:0586 13:5637 #0:1213 13:6522 #0:2833

This table presents the impact of the tax on temporary jobs on the unemployment rate and on the welfare of
unemployed workers when the labor market tightness is endogenous for di§erent values of the elasticity of the
matching function. The measure of welfare change is the percentage change in the unemployment beneÖts
replacement ratio equivalent to the change in welfare of unemployed workers induced by the tax. For instance,
when E = 0:5, the tax of 10 percent induces a drop of welfare equivalent to that induced by a drop of 0.1213
percent of the unemployment beneÖts replacement ratio.

Table 6: Impact of the tax in the Italian system when the labor market tightness is endogenous.

unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%) unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%) unemp. rate (%) Welfare (%)
C = 0:4, "lw= 0:39 C = 0:5, "lw= 1 C = 0:6, "lw= 2:73

, (%)
0 13:5000 0:0000 13:5000 0:0000 13:5000 0:0000
2:5 13:5421 #0:1008 13:5793 #0:1713 13:6803 #0:3552
5:0 13:5774 #0:1924 13:6535 #0:3298 13:8577 #0:6904
7:5 13:6110 #0:2787 13:7250 #0:4812 14:0307 #1:0157
10 13:6432 #0:3613 13:7942 #0:6273 14:2004 #1:3335

This table presents the impact of the tax on temporary jobs on the unemployment rate and on the welfare of
unemployed workers when the labor market tightness is endogenous for di§erent values of the elasticity of the
matching function. The measure of welfare change is the percentage change in the unemployment beneÖts
replacement ratio equivalent to the change in welfare of unemployed workers induced by the tax. For instance,
when E = 0:5, the tax of 10 percent induces a drop of welfare equivalent to that induced by a drop of 0.6273
percent of the unemployment beneÖts replacement ratio.
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